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Isopropanol is produced in huge amounts in the range of two
million tons per year, mostly used as anti freezing agent and
solvent in laboratories and industries. Nevertheless, its crystal
structure is still unknown. In the context of our investigations on
the relationship of molecular packing and melting points of
alcohols[1] we became interested in the crystal structure
determination of isopropanol which was encountered by the
problems of growing a single crystal of a liquid.

These problems were solved by the in situ crystallization
method using an infrared laser beam[2] applying a miniature
zone refining procedure on a flame-sealed capillary, filled with
the alcohol under CO2 pressure. The latter was applied to
achieve a molecular complex, however the neat crystal of
isopropanol was gained.

We found three independent molecules in the asymmetric of
a monoclinic cell (P21/c, a = 6.560(2), b = 13.391(5), c =
14.453(6) Å, � = 99.747(9)°), which are linked via O-H···O
hydrogen bridges forming a helical chain with a three-fold scew
axis (Figure 1 and 2). In general, packing arrangements of
alcohols are dominated by the spacial requirements of the
hydrophobic residue, which also determines the crystal
structure of isopropanol to be discussed in detail.

Figure 1. Molecular arrangement with threefold scew axis.

Figure 2. Chains with O-H···O hydrogen bridges.
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A series of copper(II) tetranuclear �3-(N,O,O)-oximato
complexes have been obtained by interaction between
mononuclear anionic complexes based on open-chain
tetradentate ligands with the donor sets {2N(amide),
2N(oxime)} and {2N(hydrazide), 2N(oxime)} and copper(II)
cationic complexes with bidentate amines:
[{Cu(L')Cu(L-4H)(H2O)n}2]·xH2O (L - oximate ligand, L' -
bidentate amine ligand). They crystal and molecular structure
was established by the X-ray analysis.

The primary square-planar coordination of copper ions
involved in oxime ligands coordination in tetranuclear
complexes remains unchangeable, moreover, they found
themselves in a completely closed macrocyclic environment
(Fig. 1). In the crystalline state, the dimeric fragments of the
complexes with additional diamine ligands are united in
tetranuclear dimers due to triple bridging function of one of the
oxime group which is thus being involved both in in-plane and
out-of-plane bridging. Comparison of the structures of
tetranuclear aggregates reveals the reasons of different
conformations of the binuclear fragments. In the complexes
containing aromatic additional ligands, the planes of dipy or
phen are nearly coplanar with the equatorial plane of Cu(1)
atom of the second binuclear fragment, and there is a specific
�···�-interaction between the aromatic and the oxime groups
which manifests in short intramolecular N···O and C···C
contacts. These non-covalent interactions determine the
conformation of the dimeric fragments.

In the binuclear fragments the distances between the oxime
oxygen atoms are noticeably increased on bridging
coordination: from 2.52(1) Å in the mononuclear Cu complexes
2.87 - 3.09 Å in the polynuclear. The binuclear fragments differ
significantly by the angular conformation around the oximate
bridges which results in different Cu•••Cu separations
observable in the complexes and different mutual disposition of
the equatorial planes of the copper polyhedra. One of the most
important consequence of this effect is that in the complexes
with aliphatic amines the Cu•••Cu separations allow two copper
atoms to bridge one water molecule, while in the complexes
with aromatic ligands the water molecule is monodentately
coordinated to the Cu(2) atom.

Fig.1. Molecular structure of [{Cu(en)Cu(PAP-4H)(H2O)2}2]·2H2O
and [{Zn(phen)Cu(PAP-4H)(H2O)2}2]·2H2O
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